Payment Options
CASH, CHEQUE, INTERAC, VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS, MASTERCARD
For Departmental billing: P.O. & customer account number required

48-HOUR RUSH: ADDITIONAL 50%
(excluding Stiffboard & Limpcover)

Prices do not include GST (theses are PST exempt).
utpprint has a wide range of binding options prepared to meet the U of T standards in a number of colourful finishes. Leave your thesis for duplicating and binding all in one easy package.

**Thesis Binding**

**CASEBOUND/BUCKRAM**
(hand sewn, hard cover)

**Standard**
- Title (up to four lines), name, and year on front cover
- Name and year on spine
- Gold or silver stamping
- Choose from a selection of colours for your cover

- single copy $40.00
- 1st, 2nd & 3rd copies $36.00 each
- 4th and additional copies $31.00 each

**Jones Style – Departments of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering**

Extra gold stamping on the cover and spine required

- single copy $51.00
- 1st, 2nd & 3rd copies $46.00 each
- 4th and additional copies $41.00 each

*Inclusion of the “Authority to Distribute” form is the responsibility of the customer.*

**STIFFBOARD**

Title page reproduced on front cover
Spine: black cloth strip, no printing
Choose from three standard colours for your cover

- 1st or single copy $17.00
- 2nd and additional copies $15.00 each

**LIMPCOVER**

Title page reproduced on front cover
Spine: black cloth strip, no printing
Choose from three standard colours for your cover

- All copies $13.00 each

**Custom Binding Services**

(Quotes required)

- Repair books (cover and endpapers)
- Bind in cloth, leather or oversized materials
- Foil stamp crests and logos